
Multidisciplinary Research Program in Medicine Project: Validation of a bluetooth-enabled load cell for 
objective and accessible assessment of lower extremity strength and symmetry 

Hypothesis or Research Question(s): Objective assessment of lower extremity muscle function is crucial 

to deliver evidence-informed injury rehabilitation but an affordable technology not yet been validated 

for clinical use, particularly telerehabilitation applications. In this project, we hypothesize that the a new 

generation bluetooth-enabled load-sensor will provide accurate and reliable measures of maximal and 

submaximal quadriceps and hamstrings strength. 

PROJECT BACKGROUND & SUMMARY 

Telerehabilitation has rapidly emerged during the Covid-19 pandemic as an innovative clinical approach 

to deliver care when attendance at a clinic is not possible. This new area of research requires many 

disciplines to work together to develop appropriate telerehabilitation technologies for a wide variety of 

clinical scenarios, most notably physiotherapy, kinesiology and engineering.    Our project addresses the 

pressing need to develop accurate distance-based strength assessment tools appropriate for clinical 

applications. This is a new interdisciplinary collaboration between the Department of physical therapy 

(specializing in rehabilitation science and clinical decision-making), the School of Kinesiology (specializing 

in the development of physiologically sound strength protocols), and a designated Professional Engineer 

(Mr Kohle Merry, PEng, Phd grad student adviser, specializing in biomedical engineering and software 

development).       

Our telerehabilitation platform for strength assessment and resistance training is the focus of Mr 

Merry's PhD project. It includes a bluetooth-enabled load sensor (the Tindeq) which communicates with 

our software (the PhysViz). In order to meet regulatory requirements of a future medical device, the 

PhysViz and its associated components need to be rigorously compared to the clinical gold standard (the 

Biodex dynamometer).    Clinical practice guidelines for patients with injured ligaments or muscles 

highlight the need for accurate strength assessment throughout the rehabilitation process, therefore we 

focus here on developing a distance-based assessment of isometric knee strength as the focus of our 

project. The objective is to determine the accuracy and reliability of the PhysViz strength measurement 

in comparison to the Biodex.     

A healthy group of 30 adults (men, women or gender diverse) will be randomized to strength testing 

using either the gold standard (Biodex) or the newly developed technology (PhysViz). The test positions 

for both conditions is seated, trunk upright against a chair back, knee at 90 degrees. After an 

acclimitazation period and several submaximal warm-ups, maximum voluntary isometric force will be 

tested three times in each position for each muscle group. Accuracy will be expressed in both relative 

(i.e. %) and absolute (in Newtons) difference. Test-retest reliability and ecological validity will be 

examined by repeating the strength testing approximately 1 week later but this time the participant will 

conduct the test independently with guidance from an investigator by Zoom. The data captured by the 

PhysViz during the home-based assessment will be uploaded to the cloud and immediately visible to the 

investigator via our the PhysViz's web-based clinician portal.     

The validation of this distance-based method of strength assessment is an essential step in developing a 

robust clinical tool which we anticipate could find widespread use should the accuracy be acceptable. 

BENEFIT TO THE STUDENTS 

Interactions      
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The students will be joining a very interdisciplinary team, with the opportunities to interact with the 

whole research team behind this project. In addition to those mentioned above (physiotherapist, 

kinesiologist, biomedical engineer), the PhysViz development team, led by the PI and funded by a 

Michael Smith C2 grant, includes a patient partner, an industry software expert, an occupational 

therapist, a medical device regulatory specialist, and several clinicians. In addition to this team, the 

students will work alongside other members of the PIs lab who have regular lab meetings. The projects 

to which they'll be exposed are very diverse, everything from molecular events involved in tendon cell 

mechanotransduction to methods for generating clinical consensus. The collaborator's lab is also 

engaged in novel work examining the influence of nutrition on resistance training. The students will be 

invited to regular lab meetings. The experiments will take place at the Centre for Hip Health and 

Mobility where they will naturally meet other students at regular Lunch and Learn as well as social 

events, engaged in a variety of interdisciplinary projects. The supervising grad student/engineer will 

provide high quality interactions from the perspective of an MPT-PhD student who is interested in the 

intersection of human-centred design, rehabilitation, and human movement.     

Skills     

The students will have the unique opportunity of carrying out an entire publishable study from start to 

finish, including pilot testing and optimization of the strength testing protocols, data collection both in 

person and virtual, statistical anlaysis of accuracy and measurement variability, presentation of results 

to fellow lab members and virtually to the Canadian Musculoskeletal Research Network summer 

conference, and writing a report suitable for publication. They will also come away with practical 

knowledge about how strength is assessed and how that information is used to prescribe exercise in 

both healthy and clinical populations.      

Resources     

In addition to the supervisory team outlined above, the students will benefit from the presence of a 

senior research associate in the lab (CIHR funded). The PI's lab is well equipped via both NSERC and CIHR 

streams. The PhysViz has been developed so far using a mix of funds, both NSERC and Michael Smith as 

well as additional legacy funds from the PIs CFI. All the equipment required is in place at the Centre for 

Hip Health and Mobility or in Dr Scott's research lab there. Students and participants will be asked to use 

their own phones, on which they will install the PhysViz app for home use. We will make available 8-10 

complete set-ups (load cell and associated hardware for attachment to chair) which can be rotated 

among participants.


